
Preparing for 2021 Wildfire 
Season

Department & Community Actions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
(Abe) Good evening Mayor and City Council Members, thank you for having us for tonight’s work session to talk about the department’s efforts to prepare the City of Berkeley for the 2021 wildfire season and beyond. Tonight’s presentation will begin with a brief scene-setter of the current conditions we face in Berkeley, move into our programs and revised procedures for this wildfire season, and wrap up with specific actions we are asking our community members to take to enhance their own preparedness.



• Climate Change
• Changes in vegetation 
• Limited resources to educate 

and enforce compliance

Berkeley’s Changing Hazards

Presenter
Presentation Notes
(Abe) Like many regional partners, Berkeley is also grappling with the changing natural environment due to the impacts of climate change.Multiple years of drought coupled with the increasing wind events and heat waves throughout the last two years have made it evident that we must be at the forefront of addressing Wildland Interface issues. Changes in vegetation health due to drought stress have increased tree mortality. We must be prepare to address this through planned vegetation management, as this is one of the areas the City can make an impact in wildfire prevention.



• Narrow winding streets
• On street parking
• Unapproved encroachments

• Increasing population density

Intersection with the Built Environment

Presenter
Presentation Notes
(Abe) Berkeley’s high fire zones, that are directly experiencing many of these climate impacts are also the areas built with narrow winding streets. These streets limit access and egress in non-emergency situations and will be a contributing factor when coordinating mass evacuation following disasters such as wildfire and earthquake. This is exacerbated by the parking situation and unapproved encroachments in to the City right of way.We also anticipate population growth in the hills, which will further complicate a mass evacuation. 



The Big Picture
Wildfire Season 2021

Presenter
Presentation Notes
(Abe)Given this broader context, we know that we have to adapt our approach to the 2021 wildfire season as well as future seasons to enhance community safety. To do this, we are adding new structures to the Fire Department as well as new programs to benefit community members. (Next slide)



• Preparedness & Community Partnerships
• Wildland-Urban Interface Division
• Hazardous Hill Inspections
• Community Wildfire Protection Plan
• Evacuation Preparedness

• Operational Changes for Enhanced Readiness
• Fire Weather Procedures

• Rethinking Community Readiness

Preparedness & Enhanced Readiness

Presenter
Presentation Notes
(Abe)These broader structural changes include the new wildland-urban interface (WUI) division, continuing and expanding our hazardous hill inspections, the establishment of a community wildfire protection plan, as well as launching new systems for evacuation preparedness such as early warning system alarms, the Zonehaven platform, and restarting conversations around safe passages. All of these broader preparedness efforts involve input from the community as well as our local and regional partners.To supplement these broader changes, we are also enhancing our internal Department readiness to adapt to dangerous fire weather conditions, and revising our resource materials for community members.



Preparedness & Community 
Partnerships
Berkeley Fire Department

Presenter
Presentation Notes
(Abe) – Diving into our preparedness work and community partnerships, we’ll begin by talking about some of our new structures and then be joined by additional staff from the Fire Dept to discuss our expanded programs. 



• New division funded by Measure FF
• Connects to Vision 2050 Strategy #3: 

Prepare a Wildfire Mitigation and Safety 
Plan

• Central point for programs and polices 
regarding Berkeley’s wildland-urban 
interface

• Coordinates and implements vegetation 
management with allied agencies such as 
UC Berkeley and East Bay Regional Parks 
District 

• Coordinates Safe Passages implementation 
plan 

Wildland-Urban Interface Division

Presenter
Presentation Notes
(Abe)This year, thanks to funding received through Measure FF, we have been able to start building our Wildland-Urban Interface Division. This division will primarily focus on the WUI zones of Berkeley, as designated by CalFire on the map pictured here. Fire Zone 2 contains the Berkeley hills (north and south), and Fire Zone 3 is Panoramic Hill, adjacent to UC property. Establishing this division directly supports Strategy 3 of Vision 2050, and will facilitate community involvement to prioritize and plan vegetation management projects as a part of the city’s Community Wildfire Protection Plan. Through this community partnership and other regional collaborations, the WUI Division will the centralize programs and policies that focus on Berkeley’s wildland urban interface. The division will provide policy guidance and closely coordinate with allied agencies such as UC Berkeley, East Bay Regional Parks, and other neighboring partners to implement vegetation management programs. This collaboration is especially important for vegetation management programs in Fire Zones 2 and 3, which border Strawberry Canyon, Claremont Canyon, and Tilden Park.  Finally, the Division will coordinate the implementation of Safe Passages as the Department revisits this initiative, which Assistant Chief May will discuss in a few slides. Before we get to that, I’d like to introduce Fire Marshal, Steve Riggs, to discuss the specific vegetation management and hill inspections programs we have started to implement this year, and will continue past 2021.  



• Maintain Hazardous Fire Area inspections as resources allow
• Engaging community through 1-1 interaction with property and 

vegetation management personnel
• Firefighters performing Hazardous Hill Patrols and inspections
• Fire Prevention Inspectors

• Bringing back temporary retired annuitants 
• Education
• Inspection
• Enforcement

• The importance of Measure FF funding
• Fire Patrol

Hazardous Hill Inspections: 2021 Fire Season

Presenter
Presentation Notes
(Riggs) Thank you Chief Roman. Good evening Mayor and City Council members, I’m Berkeley Fire Marshal Steve Riggs.I’m going to be discussing what the Berkeley Fire Department is doing this Summer and Fall to improve wildfire conditions in the City. These measures are in addition to those significant initiatives that Chief Roman has already outlined. Our first priority is to continue the annual Hazardous Fire Area inspection program. This program currently includes over 1100 properties in Fire Zones 2 & 3. This program has traditionally used our fire engine and truck companies to perform inspections and we’re going to continue this practice.Our ultimate goal is to expand the wildfire safety inspection program so that all of Fire Zone 2 will be inspected on a regular basis. This year we’ll be adding inspections in Fire Zone 2 as staffing and resources allow. Fire’s initial emphasis on expanding the program will include groups and individuals interested in voluntary compliance. For the 2021 calendar year the fire department wants to maximize the impact of our available staff. We believe this is best accomplished by working with willing community partners to improve conditions in the Hills. As an aside, Fire is re-visiting the code enforcement process for vegetation management. There’s a need for code enforcement across multiple jurisdictions along Berkeley’s shared borders. This type of enforcement quickly becomes complex and time consuming. We want to prioritize exploring means of streamlining code enforcement activity for the following calendar year and to look for possible efficiencies in the inspection process.Our intent is to begin engaging the community through 1 on 1 interactions between property owners and vegetation management staff. Vegetation management staff will include firefighters performing Hazardous Hill inspections and Hazardous Hill Patrols, Inspectors from the Fire Prevention division and retired employees returning to the City as Retired Annuitant employees. Bringing back retired employees. It appears that at least in the short term, that Retired Annuitant employees will be playing an important role in scaling up our vegetation management program. A number of retired employees have expressed an interest in returning to help with the vegetation management program. We expect that these employees will participate in community education and property inspections and that ultimately these efforts will support code enforcement when necessary. The importance of Measure FF funding. The funding provided by Measure FF is allowing us to hire staff dedicated to wildfire safety, and it’ll allow inspectors to be more thorough and inspect more often. Ultimately Measure FF funding will allow additional permanent Fire Inspector positions to be created to take on many of these responsibilities. As vegetation management programs expand throughout the state, and the State develops inspection mandates there will be a learning curve for all agencies that will be enforcing the requirements. City staff will need training to properly implement these inspections. Measure FF funding will assist in obtaining the required training.Fire Patrol. The fire department has already piloted a Hazardous Hill Patrols program. The patrols generally consist of 1-2 people in a smaller fire utility vehicle such as a brush engine. We’re working to make this effort more visible to the public. Code enforcement is not their primary goal. We believe there’s a great deal of value in these patrols as public education and outreach tools. Patrol units can be stopped by community members to answer questions. They can also post signs indicating a patrol unit is in a neighborhood. Currently Hazardous Hill Patrol vehicles are staffed and assigned as weather conditions warrant and as staffing resources allow. Given the current demands on Fire personnel, asking our firefighters to participate in a Hills Patrol program on an overtime basis is a challenge. Current hurdles to staffing include mandatory overtime, training and other time demands. I’d like to acknowledge the efforts being made by Berkeley Fire Department Truck 5 (A-shift). Truck 5-A has been participating in this pilot program, They’ve been cross-staffing a patrol utility vehicle as coverage requirements for the City allow. Next slide please



• Impending State mandates for ember 
resistant zones around structures
• Will first affect new structures, then 

existing
• State examining certificates for insurance
• Continued community and Fire Dept 

collaboration
• Build increased familiarity and 

relationships

Hazardous Hill Inspections: Long Term

Presenter
Presentation Notes
(Riggs) In the longer-term picture for wildfire safety, we know that the State has already amended the law to require more rigorous vegetation management, and they’re likely to make more amendments. As an example, the Government and Public Resource codes have already been changed to require an Ember Resistant zone for existing structures. These rules will likely effect combustibles within 5 feet of structures. These provisions aren’t in effect yet but are due to go into effect on or before January of 2024.There have also been proposals in the State legislature to require that local fire agencies provide annual “fire clearance certificates” for insurance purposes. The idea is that insurance companies would be required to provide fire coverage to any property owner with a valid certificate. There’s been insurance industry resistance to this idea and a bill hasn’t passed the legislature yet. I’d expect that the future of this type of legislation will depend on how future wildfire seasons develop.These types initiatives and changes mean that the Berkeley wildfire inspection program is in a state of flux as our inspection mandates and staffing picture develop.Since the exact nature and impact of these and other long term proposals aren’t known, we believe it’s extremely important to develop a collaborative relationship between the community and the fire department. We want to build and maintain familiarity and relationships with the community. This will make the compliance inspection process and introducing future changes to wildfire safety standards much easier for all parties concerned.Thank you all for your attention. I’d like to introduce Assistant Chief Keith May and pass the presentation to him.



• Collaborative effort between community 
members and local government regarding 
broader wildfire risk concerns

• Recommends strategies for vegetation 
management to Berkeley Fire Department, 
Wildland-Urban Interface Division

• Determines an implementation timeline for 
priority vegetation management projects

Community Wildfire Protection Plan

Presenter
Presentation Notes
(Keith)We are currently in the process of setting the groundwork for the Community Wildfire Protection Plan (CWPP). A Community Wildfire Protection Plan (CWPP) identifies and prioritizes areas for hazardous fuel reduction treatments and recommends the types and methods of treatment that will protect our community. A CWPP is a process to help protect essential infrastructure and recommends measures to reduce structural ignitability throughout the community. The CWPP will be a component of Vision 2050 through the Wildfire Mitigation and Safety Plan. The CWPP not only allows for increased collaboration between community members and the Berkeley Fire Department, but also helps to prioritize key vegetation management projects. Once the foundation for the CWPP is set, the Fire Department will be working closely with community stakeholders to refine the Plan and set priority areas. _________________________________________________________________________________________Through this process, the plan:Identifies areas of high hazard in which topography, fuel and weather create the potential for extreme fire behavior regardless of socio-political boundaries.Identifies where there is interest, willingness to participate and resources for preparedness and mitigation activities.Addresses structure ignitibility.Protects at-risk communities and essential infrastructure.Prioritizes fuel reduction and recommends types and methods of treatment.Contributes to effective strategies for community outreach and education.



Facilitate evacuation traffic flow with:
• Vegetation Management
• Traffic control devices
• Parking restrictions
• No stopping zones

Safe Passages

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Safe passages is all about changing the built environment in the hills to help cars evacuate during a wildfire, and to help firefighters get into the hills at the same time.We are doing this by targeting key areas for vegetation management, for additional traffic control devices, for more parking restrictions, and for more no-stopping zone.With COVID Response we had to put some of this work on hold and now we're working with our partners (City Council, Public Works, Police Department, Neighborhood Stakeholders) to get the program back up and running.



• Community.Zonehaven.com
• Speeds up communication 

among first responders and to 
the community 

• Find evacuation zone and view 
status in real-time  

• Ongoing training for first 
responders

Zonehaven

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In the past, it took critical time to communicate the boundaries of an evacuation zone among first responders and to the community – who needed to leave and who could stay.With Zonehaven, we have predesignated evacuation zones for every area of Berkeley. This means that a community member can go to the website, find their zone, and see if there is an evacuation order or warning for them. This system also speeds up communication among first responders, and when we have a fire evacuation, this tool will help incoming responders who are not from Berkeley to hit the ground running. We launched the public site on June 15, and we are doing ongoing training for our police and fire staff.

https://community.zonehaven.com/


• Network of speakers with siren and voice capability, supported with Measure 
FF funds

• Phase 1 confirmed locations:
• Berkeley Hills (North and South)
• Berkeley Marina
• West Berkeley
• Downtown Berkeley

• Community partnerships: 
• UC Berkeley
• Lawrence Berkeley National Lab
• Zaytuna College
• Berkeley Unified School District

Outdoor Warning System

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Another tool we are adding to our community alerting toolbox is an warning system, which will be a network of sirens with voice capability that will be heard from any outdoor location in Berkeley. To build this system from the ground up, we have been working with a vendor to identify appropriate sites to place these speakers. We would like to have the systems on a City-owned buildings but there are not enough City-owned structures to reach the entire community. We are working on MOUs with partners, which currently include BUSD and Zaytuna College, that will allow us to position the speakers on some of their facilities. The first phase of installations will be 2 in the Berkeley Hills, 1 at the Marina, 1 in West Berkeley and 1 in downtown Berkeley.UC Berkeley and Lawrence Berkeley National Lab are both working on updating their own siren installations so that our systems can all work together.



Fire Weather: Operational 
Changes for Enhanced Readiness
Berkeley Fire Department

Presenter
Presentation Notes
(Keith)I’d like to shift gears from some of these broader preparedness actions to how the Fire Department is adjusting its readiness in response to fire weather events, before a fire starts. 



Fire Weather Drives Response Policies
Relative Humidity Sustained Wind 

6-11mph
Sustained Wind 
12-20mph

Sustained Wind 
21-29 mph

Sustained Wind 
30+

Daytime Min 
RH 29-42%

and/or 
Nighttime Max 

RH 60-80%

Daytime Min 
RH 19-28% 

and/or 
Nighttime Max 

RH 46-60%

Daytime Min 
RH 9-18% 

and/or 
Nighttime Max 

RH 31-45%

Daytime Min 
RH <9% 
and/or 

Nighttime Max 
RH <31%

2018 Camp 
(Paradise) 

Fire

2017 
Thomas 

Fire 2017 
Tubbs 
Fire

2017 Atlas 
Peak Fire

1991 Hills 
Fire

Red Flag Weather
(25 days in 2020)

Extreme Fire Weather
(2 days in 2020)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
(Keith) So, let’s talk about some of the driving forces behind these changing policies. As a Fire Department, we are looking at Fire Weather as one of the predictability factors to adjust our operations. We can define fire weather by looking at this chart, which shows low humidities and high wind speeds, key conditions that contribute to the rapid spread of a wildfire. Under certain conditions, the National Weather Service will declare Red Flag Warnings. According to the Weather Service, the colored areas could all potentially qualify as red flag conditions, however, this spectrum demonstrates that there is no one point where conditions become safe or unsafe. Often the forecasts don’t put us squarely in one spot. So the Weather Service also uses other factors like fuel moisture help to make the decision about whether we’re in Red Flag or not.That said, some Red Flag Warnings have lower humidity levels and higher wind speeds as shown by the purple gradient. The City of Berkeley terms these extremely dangerous conditions as Extreme Fire Weather.In 2020, we had 25 days of Red Flag conditions. We had just two days that meet these extreme fire weather thresholds. Despite only having two days of extreme fire weather in 2020, we can look at data from past fires to realize how these conditions can translate into catastrophic fires. For instance:1991 Berkeley/Oakland HillsRH 2% - East winds 40mph2018 Camp Fire  (Town of Paradise)RH 23% @ ignition- NE 25-30mph with gust up to 50 mph. Also, within 10hrs = the RH was 11%We monitor the weather and adjust our operations when we see Red Flag or Extreme Fire Weather being forecast, so that we are more ready to respond to a catastrophic fire, depending upon the conditions.----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------IF YOU NEED IT: Other examples of catastrophic fires in the Extreme Fire designation were:2017 Tubbs FireRH 7% - NE 49mph2017 Atlas Peak FireRH 11% - NE 49mph2017 Thomas FireRH 9% - NE 33mph



• Weather monitoring
• Fire weather flags
• AC Alert activation
• Partner coordination
• Hills patrols

Fire Weather: Monitoring & Messaging

Presenter
Presentation Notes
(Keith)Once we know a Red Flag event is going to occur, we activate internal Fire Weather procedures to maintain situational awareness and alert the community. First, when the weather service issues a Red Flag Warning for the East Bay Hills, we reach back to the Weather Service to get Spot Forecasts – forecasts for specific locations in the Berkeley Hills. We use these Spot Forecasts to help determine if conditions in Berkeley will meet our Extreme Fire Weather thresholds. In addition, during periods of fire weather, fire crews do real-time monitoring out in the field to see if conditions are matching forecasts.We also notify the community of the fire weather in a few ways, including through AC Alert. For Red Flag Warnings, we send the message out on email and the Everbridge App. For Extreme Fire Weather, we also message all subscribed devices, including voice calls and texts to cell phones. Fire stations and city buildings will fly red fire weather flags.Along with this, the Fire Department starts early coordination with partners in Berkeley and Alameda County to share consistent information. We coordinate with UC Berkeley and the Berkeley Lab, as well as Alameda County and neighboring cities. Finally, once fire weather starts, we have staff and volunteers patrolling the hills for fires or high-risk activities. This includes field monitoring by fire crews, as well field patrols by volunteers with NALCO ARES, our volunteer Ham Radio operators. Also for extreme fire weather, when we are recommending community members leave the hills, this includes increasing police patrols in the hills, for both fire monitoring and providing increased presence while residents are away from their homes.



• Red Flag Warning
• Duty Chief returns to City and 

facilitates department coordination 
and additional upstaffing

• Extreme Fire Weather
• Activate all Red Flag Warning 

procedures, and:
• Deploy a second Battalion Chief
• Upstaff an additional engine at Station 

7
• Additional units to support response 

Fire Weather: Adding Staff & Resources

Presenter
Presentation Notes
(Keith) Provide detail about how we move people and things for elevated days (amount of time, OT hires, etc. ) WHY is this important? We have learned a lot through the past years during this time of year and have made significant changes to our Fire Weather Readiness policies that begin before a fire starts.Coordinating efforts with our City PartnersAdding personnel in key locations Being visible in the Fire Zones 2 & 3Activating the EOCIncrease messaging to communityI’d now like to introduce Emergency Services Coordinator, Sarah Lana, to discuss new resources we are providing to our community members, given this fire weather preparedness framework. 



Rethinking Community Readiness
A new approach to take control of wildfires in Berkeley 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
(Sarah) Good evening Mr. Mayor and Councilmembers.Assistant Chief May described how the Fire Department is using fire weather as a trigger to change its own operations. They’re using the weather forecast to take action before a fire starts. We in the Office of Emergency Services are replicating that same approach with our recommendations to the community. So, In this position I have done a lot of trainings with community members about wildfire evacuation. We talk about packing go-bags, signing up for AC Alert, mapping out potential evacuation routes. As we talk, the question often comes up – how will I know which route will be safe during a fire? What if my car gets stuck when I’m evacuating? What if I’m not steady enough on my feet to use the pathwanderers paths? These are great questions, and they don’t have good answers.At the same time, together we have all witnessed community after community devastated by fires that are moving football fields in a minute. As your emergency managers, our team here in Berkeley has come to terms with the fact that that you can follow all of the preparedness steps perfectly, and because of the narrow roadways in the hills, and because of how densely packed we are, preparing perfectly may not be enough to get out of the way of one of these wind-driven fires. That’s why we have spent the last three years rethinking our recommendations from the ground up. And we are finding opportunities here. These catastrophic fires are weather phenomena. We don’t have to approach them like an earthquake, which could strike at any point without warning. A wind-driven wildfire is a lot more like a hurricane. Assistant Chief May showed you how we can actually narrow down the conditions that are most likely to create a catastrophic fire here in Berkeley. We can forecast this weather. And with this information, community members can take much greater control of their situation. This is why the Fire Department is recommending that everyone who lives in the hills make a plan now to leave the hills during extreme fire weather. We do not take this lightly. We know this is disruptive. We know this isn’t a simple proposition, and that if it happened today, not everyone will be able to do this. But we also know that we can’t guarantee following the traditional steps will be enough to get out of the hills during a wind-driven fire. We also know that that fewer people in the hills in extreme fire weather conditions will mean fewer cars competing for limited roadways during a wildfire evacuation.  



CityofBerkeley.info/Wildfire
• Understanding fire weather
• Taking action before a fire starts

Rethinking Community Readiness

Presenter
Presentation Notes
(Sarah) To support this shift in our thinking, we’ve just relaunched our wildfire website. The new content, and tools, and videos are designed to help community members rethink what wildfire readiness means for them. We have new tools for community members to understand how we assess fire weather, and to think through how they can take action to protect themselves and their loved ones before a fire happens. We have already had two red flag events this year, and we are fully expecting bouts of extreme fire weather. And when it comes, we don’t want our recommendation to leave the hills to be a surprise. I’m going to turn it over to my colleague Katie Hawn to walk us through of the specific preparedness steps we want every community member to take, now.



Every Community Member
• Sign up for alerts and know your 

zone!
• Sign up for AC Alert:

• www.acalert.org or download the 
Everbridge app

• Look up your evacuation zone:
• www.community.zonehaven.com

• Fire Weather Planning Tool
• Leave early during extreme fire 

weather
• Get to know your neighbors

• Self-Inspection of vegetation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
(Katie) Thank you, Sarah. Good evening, Mayor and Councilmembers. First and foremost, as we talk about community preparedness, we, as the Office of Emergency Services, want to make sure we can reach as many community members as possible in the event of an emergency. This is a two-pronged approach. First, everyone should sign up for AC Alert and download the Everbridge app if they have a smart phone. Given a new alerting structure with Alameda County, community members will receive email or smartphone notifications for advisory alerts, such as Red Flag Warnings, however will receive text messages and voice calls (to the registered phone number) during times of extreme fire weather, or an evacuation. The second step is for each Berkeley resident to visit community-dot-zonehaven-dot-com to learn and know their evacuation zone. In the event of an evacuation warning or order, affected neighborhoods will be referenced by their Zonehaven zone, such as BER-E018. Each community member should have this zone written down in a visible spot so that it can be referenced quickly in an emergency. However, receiving information is just the first step. We also want community members to take the time to think about and discuss the actions they will take during a red flag event and extreme fire weather. To help prompt these conversations, the Office of Emergency Services has created a new Household Fire Weather Planning Tool, which can be found on the City’s new wildfire website. This planning tool contains guiding questions to help each household make preparedness decisions that are most appropriate to their own situations. It provides spaces to list key contacts, alternate locations to stay, and helps community members identify when they may leave their home, whether that is early and before a fire starts during times of extreme fire weather, or when they receive an evacuation order. We recognize that every household is different, and our goal is to help all community members create a plan that will apply to their individual circumstances. Zooming out from an immediate emergency, we also want community members to prepare their properties by conducting a self-inspection of vegetation. Community members in Fire Zones 2 and 3 should have received a copy of the self-inspection checklist from the Department’s Fire Prevention Division to help facilitate this. Quick actions community members can take if they haven’t received the checklist yet could include clearing debris from gutters or rooftops, as well as trimming back or removing plants that are right next to the house. Once a household is prepared, we are depending on these households to reach out to their neighbors to the left, right, across, and behind. Building these relationships ahead of a disaster can help keep everyone stay safe.

http://www.acalert.org/


Community Based Action

1
• Neighbors & CERTs Organize

• Fire Safe Councils

2
• Fire Safe Councils

• Adopt FireWise Standards

3
•A Fire Adapted Community

Presenter
Presentation Notes
(Katie) As we discuss these different individual preparedness steps, we know that many of our community members have been taking a proactive approach to preparing for wildfire evacuations over the last couple of years, so we wanted to spend a little bit of time talking about how we will be asking community members to take this readiness to the next level to become fully fire adapted communities. After a COVID-19 pause, the City’s CERT trainings will be returning in Fall 2021 in a hybrid virtual/in-person model to provide key skills to community members who are interested in learning more about what they can do to help during an emergency. The CERT program is an all-hazards approach, with many lessons that are applicable during a wildfire incident. We also want to make community members aware of the opportunity to become a Fire Safe Council or a FireWise community, as recognized by the National Fire Protection Association. This is an in-depth process based on research to help homeowners make decisions regarding building and landscaping materials for design, installation and maintenance considerations that can improve the odds your home will survive in a wildfire.  Members of these communities are concerned with safety: safety of the individual, homes and businesses, community infrastructure, open spaces, as well as various community assets. These communities address issues, plan, prepare and work with the City to reduce their risk if a wildfire comes their way.While the Fire Department continues to take the lead on preparedness and response readiness, we are excited about the potential for enhanced community preparedness through Fire Wise communities to continue to keep Berkeley safe this wildfire season, and in future seasons. With that, I’ll hand it back to Chief Roman to close out tonight’s presentation. 



Thank you

Presenter
Presentation Notes
(Abe)As we have demonstrated throughout this presentation, preparing for wildfire season is a team effort between government and community members. Through structural changes, enhanced readiness procedures, and continued community collaboration and education, we hope to increase Berkeley’s readiness for this wildfire season, and the wildfire seasons to come. Our goal is to create an informed and prepared public that can quickly take action if and when an emergency happens. Our team here tonight will be happy to answer any of your questions. Thank you for your time and attention this evening.
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